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THE PLACE OF THE SHAPE REPORT* 
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University of Glasgow 

In December 1980 the Scottish Health Service Planning Council 

published a report defining national priorities for the Scottish 

Health Service: Scottish Health Authorities: Priorities for the 

Eighties (SHHD, 1980). This report, commonly known as the SHAPE Re

port, is important for a number of reasons. First, its "priorities" 

have the endorsement of the Secretary of State for Scotland. Second, 

it is the first public view of a new development in the planning of 

the Scottish Health Service by central government. It represents one 

stage in a five year cycle. Health boards must now draw up a parallel 

set of their own priorities and " ...• should adopt the priority cate

gories in the SHAPE Report unless there are good reasons for depart

ing from them in the light of local circumstances" (SHHD, 1981). 

Third, the report is important because it reminds us that budgets 

and resources are scarce and choices must be made. The first run 

through is bound to give rise to real and imagined shortcomings. 

Criticisms in this paper are, therefore, not criticisms of the inten

tion of the working party which produced the report. They are intend

ed to contribute towards improving the content of its successors. 
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* A fair propoLtion of this paper is given over to the presentation I. 
of information on the Scottish Health Service which is not available '.i 
to the general public in a readily accessible form. The co-operation 11 

of officers of the Scottish Home and Health Department has been cru-
cial to this task. I have benefitted from factual comments on the 
first draft by the above officers and from general comments by Dr 
Farwell and the editors, for which grateful acknowledgement is made. 
Persistent errors must remain my responsibility. 
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The structure of this pap·zr is as £allows. First, an 

is given o.f the Dc?<~d to d(~fine priorities. Next, attempts 

government leadin'] up to the SHAPE Report are outlined. Third, 

co:>tent of the repo:::t is revlewed critically. One criticism is 

the paucity o£ quaatitative guidelit1es, and the £ou:cth section 

how such guidelines might be defined. Fifth, t~.1is framework is 

used to review critically such guidelines as have been given some 

kind of official recognition and to draw some tentative conclusions.

I. Introducti·-,n 

A.• important, i£ not the most important, principle o£ the N.H.S 

has been that financial considera·oions on the part o£ individuals 

should not limit their access to (the best) medical care. One conse

quence of this wortlwhile objective is that the role o£ prices -Lt1 

allocating resources in the health services has been 

not disappeared because prices (includin9, of course, 

to perf::>rm an allocative role in the supply of health service 

ces: for exatnple, of doctors, nurses, drugs and dressings. 

T"le advantage o£ prices, or more pa::cticularly of the market 

onomy, is that prices provide information to those supplyin9 and 

mand:".ng goods and services. Quite possibly t~.1e q.1anti ty of a 

lar product, say sh:'-rts, that the suppliers are willing to provide 

a-:: the goin9 price is less than the quantity demanded. In that case 

we say a shortage exists. I£ the price mechanism operates properly 

the immediate response is for the price of shirts to r:ise, and the 

excess demand to be choked off. S:.tbsequently the hi']her price would 

encourage suppliers to pr.Jduce more shirts, a.<d those demanding 

to make those they have last longer, and shift their priorities 

fro:n shirts to other goods a:-td services. More shirts 

be prod;lced a!1d, with the decline in price, the inc·reased prod,lctio!1 

would be taken up by consumers. By this stage the claims of a shor 

(or surplus) would have disappeared. 

The absence of persistent shortages o£ shirts, or of other par

ticular goods and services, does not imply that the public demand i; 

satiated. Ra"!:her, it is the consequence of limited resources. Devot

in9 more resources to shirts means less for other goods and services. 

As the supply of resources increases one may expect more shirts and 

other goods to be demanded and supplied. 
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T'le accep"!:abili ty of the price G:techanism depends n:o': only on the 

adjustment process d2scri~Jed above, but also on two assumptions. One, 

that the price of the product reflects its value to society (as well 

as to the purchaser) from its consumption; and two, that the price 

of the product reflects the cost to society (as well as to the sup;:>

lier) o£ its prodaction. Often one or both these assumptions are not 

satisfied, and some form of public intervention, such as regulation, 

would secure a more efficient allocation of resources. But even if 

these assumptions were satisfied, the implied distribution of parti

cular products between persons might be unacceptable. There can be 

little do:tbt that it is this last ·:consideration which was responsible 

£or reducin9 the role of prices i'1 allocating health services in 1948. 

Red<tcing the role of prices has given doctors, primarily, more 

con-':rol in determining who receives such resources as are a·vailable. 

But, with the excep"!:ion o£ drugs, the supply of resources has been 

outwith their control. This is most obviously so for doctors W'.Jrkin9 

in hospitals, since employment of sta££ in hospitals is controlled 

by the health boards. It is also true, though to a lesser extent, for 

GPs. While they employ their own ancillary sta££ and order drugs and 

dressings, they do not control the supply o£ hospital care and com:n

uni.ty nurses. Tl"le control of health servO.ces was, instead, largely 

shared between local and central government up to 1974, with some 

delegation to the regional hospital boards a::td to executive councils 

for the family practitioners services. Since 1')74, con':rol has been 

co:1cen trated at central government level, al thm1gh some d<~lega tion 

to health boards still contin:.tes. Such information as is available 

sug9ests that central go·;ern:nent in Scotland has been slow in de

fining priorities, as the followin9 historical backvround to the 

SHAPE Report indicates. 

II Historical Backgrou::::td to the SHAPE Report 

In the previous section it was accepted c~at society might wish 

to ha~Je :;nore, say, shirts. However, because resources are limited, 

the present provision o£ shirts may be acceptable because this is 

preferable to havin9 fewer of other goods and services. Se::::tsible 

discussion of priorities depends on the recognition that resources 

and/or budgets are limited, and that on<~ cannot have more o£ every-

thing. 
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The first public statement in Scotland in which the implicat 

of 1 imi ted :.:-eso:.trces were reco;Jnised and priori ties consequ(~ntly 

fined was the HosEital Plan for Scotland, published i8 

1962). This document was produc:ed by the Department of Health for 

Scotland and set out priorities with.i8 the major part of its 

over which it had control. It was a;,d still is accepted that the 

family practitioner services, which are also financed by central 

ernment, sho'-lld be outwith its detailed control. 

The o~iginal Hospital Plan listed a set of proposed ca;::>ital 

schemes up to the financial yea~ 1970-71. However, these capital 

schemes have had, as was expected, profotv1d implications 

ent expenditure as W<?ll. The proposals outlined were hiJhly 

The type of care (e.g. acute or geria-::ric) was specified as 

its scale (e.g. the number of beds), location (e.g. at Ayr) 

ority (Bands A, B, and C). Not only were the proposals 

fie b'-lt, i< addition, they were based on national q·Jan~itative gu 

lines by type of care. 

The content of the Hospital Pla'.!. was reviewed 

the reorganization of the N.H.S. in 1974. After 

pital building projects, along with other major capital projects, 

included in a Major Ca;::>ital Programme covering the whole of the 

service. The last review of the Major Capital Progrillnme in 1977 

consciously designed to fall in with the priorities of The~~ Ahead,

published the previous year (SHHD, 1976), and the priorities i8 the 

SHAPE Report will be taken into account in the curren~ review o£ the 

Major Capital Progrillnme. 

The next venture by central government in defining ::>riorities 

a comprehensive basis was t·_,e Scottish Home and Health Department 

randum The Way and cove-cin') the period n;> 

1979-80 (SH-ID, 1976). This document was a response to the anticipated

restrictions on public expenditure. By this time the conm-1nity health 

services had come within the control of central goveriLment, 

were within the list of priorities. The Way Ahead su9gested indeed 

that comnunity and primary care should be developed to provide an 

alternative to hospital care. Prevention was also explicitly encour

aged as a means to better health. But more significant, perhaps, was 

the idc,ntification and promotion of client groups: the elderly, the 

mentally handicapped, the mentally ill, the physically handicapped 
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and vuln<'rable families. 

No quantitative guidc,lines were offered in The Way A.'1ead beyond 

those that could already be found in the HosEital Plan. This was part

ly because lJl~~ was hastily produced in the face of a finan

cial crisis for the N.H.S. This was also because its concern was for 

short term priorities. Priorities over the longer term were consider

ed to be more appropriately the remits of the Royal Commission on the 

Na·:ional Health Service and of the Scottish Health Service Plann;_ng 

council's Working Party on Health Priorities. It was this working 

party which produced the SHAPE Report. 

III The SHPPE Report 

The Scottish Health Service Planning Cou:-,cil was established at 

the time of health service reorganisation in 1974. Its mem~ers in

clude senior administrative and professional officers of SHHD and 

representatives of all the health boards and medical schools in Scot

land. In July 1975 it set up a working party to " .... review health 

priori ties in Scotland and to recommend any changes required t:J make 

the most effective use o::' resources" (SHHD, 1'180). In March 1978 the 

Planning Council agreed to a request by the SHHD, that the working 

party " ... produce draft national guidelines for the Scottish Health 

Service for the 80s •vith emphasis on the period 1980-86, to replace 

those contained in -::he mc.>:norand•Jm ... The Way Ahead ... " (ibid). In 

May 1980 -~he working party 1 s report was sent to the Secretary of 

S-::ate for Scotland by the Planning Council. The report was published 

in December 1980. 

In his foreword the Secretary of State publicly endorsed the 

recommendations in paras. VI.20 and VI.21. They are as follows:

"VI.20 W·? (the working party) set out below a list of pro9rammes 

by priority category, including prevention and multiple deprivation ... 

Pro9ram:nes within a given category are not set out in any specific 

order but, in 9eneral, health boards should ;Jive priority t:J Cate

gory A pro9ra1nJnes over other categories and should plan for the im

plementation of priori ties in ca-tegory C programmes according to 

their ability to ;:nake savings in the fields covered by these pro

grammes. The assumption would be that revenu-:o expenditure on Cate

gory A progratnmes w<J<ild grow faster than all health service revenue 

expenditure; Category B programmes wo'-lld grow b'-!t at a lower rate 

than Category A program11es; a.<d <?xpendi ture on Category C progra:mnes 
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would re~ain almost static in real terms or actually decline (a~d 

e>.:pendi ture on any developments within a Category C programme must

be "'et from savin9s). 
11VI.21 It will be noted that in allocatin9 programmes to priority

categories, as set out below, we have included in Category A preven

tio:o, services for: the ~ultiply deprived and comuunity nursin9 ser

vices. Prevention and ·:nul tiple deprivation are different in kind 

from other programmes, since they are concerned with the way in 

the health ser-vices as a whole are provided, and therefore help to 

determine priorities within all individual client groups and 

programmes, includi.n9 those placed in Categories B and C. On the 

other hand, objectives for the community nursing services will be 

affected by the objectives adopted for client group programnes. In 

addition, as community nurses play a~ important role in preventio:o 

and services for the multiply de?rived, the high priority given to 

them in itself implies a high priority for community nursing ser

vices. Finally, we support 'The Wa; Ahead' in 9ivin9 priority to 

continuing promo::ion of health care in the comrnu:1ity; 

also increase the need for community nurses .. 
11 Category A: Prevention 

Services for the multiply deprived 
Co~n~nity nursing services 
Care of the elderly 
Elderly with mental disability 
Mentally ill 
Mentally handicapped 
Physically handicapped 

this will 

11 Category B: Primary dental services (general dental services1 

"Category C: 

and co,munity dental services) 
Maternity services 

1 General medical ser:vices 
1 General ophthalmic services 

Child health 
Acute hospital ser~ices . 

1 General pharmaceutJ.cal serv:Lces 11 

1
These family practitioner services are, of course, different from 
others in that expenditure o:o them is generally not su:,ject to con
trol by health boards. 

Paras. VI.20 and VI.21 reproduced by kind permission of Her Majesty's 
Station"ry Office. 

In its attempt to d•efine priorities, th•? working party received 

ad•Jic:e fron a variety of sources. The National Medical as well as well

as the National Nursin9 and Midwifery Co:1sultative ComJnittees a-t the 
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request o:f the workin9 party produced reports and ga·Je advice on the 

acute hospital services, includin9 paediatric and obstetric services. 

Specific reports covered perinatal care, maternal serum alphafeto

protein screening and ultrasono9raphy. The National Pharmaceutical 

co:osultative Co~~ittee had set up a working party to review general 

practice pharmacy, and the Working Party on Health Priorities used 

t'1eir report. This report, •.1nlike those from the two other Consul

tative Co~uittees, has been published (NPhCC, 1980). 

The PlanninJ Council had already established programme planning 

gro:1ps for a variety of client groups. These included Child nealth, 

the Elderly, and Mental Disorder. All three progra:nme pla."lnin<J groups 

had produced, or were in the process of producino;J reports. None had 

been written at the request of the worki "lg party, but t:.1ey had its 

terms of reference in mind. The reports on child health, the elderly 

and mental handicap (produced by a subcor,;;ni ttee of the programme 

plannin9 group on Mental Disorder) .:O.ave now been pu~lished (SHHD, 

SED, 1979 a-b and 1980 a-d). Two further subcom,ittees concerned 

with child and adolescent psychiatry and with adult mental illness 

have yet to complete their work, but discussed ?reliminary recommen

dations with the workin9 party. Finally, t:"le Planning Cm:ncil also 

set up pro9r<U1Ene planning groups for two :::linical field.; - cardiac 

surgery and the treatment of cancer. Their reports (both unpablished) 

were available to the working party. 

In addition, the Scottish Health S·ervice Planning Unit within 

SilliD produc:ed a two volume review of the Scottish Heal t:; Service 

(SHSPU, 1979) •. This is an impressive outline of developments, largely 

between 1967 and 1977. The review has not been published by H.M.S.O., 

but was sent in litho form to health services interests and parliamen

tary libraries. 

Finally, use was made of research on setting health priorities 

by the Scottish Institute for Operational Research. A-~ that time the 

Institute was receiving funds fro'll the SilliD to study health planning. 

T'"le work presen"'::ed to the workin-g party has since been re-written 

and published (Lind and Wiseman, 1978). All four above mentio:oed 

sources and ·::>thers are given ample reference in the SHAPE Report. 

T"le use made of them by the workin9 party is now discussed. 

It is best to begin close to the end of the report (chapter VI) 

because this is where the methodology for defining priorities is de-
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scribed, and described in fairly explicit terms. Th<? working party 

state -that they used a " •.. pragmatic approach, in which value 

ments would necessarily pcay a particularly large rol2". The re 

endations of the Scottish Institute for Operational Research, 

felt, left them no other alternative. The working party regarded 

their ado;:>ted methodoL:>gy for setting priori ties as " ... best in 

present circumstances". 

The working party began its deliberations by accepting the 

priorities identified in The_Way N1~ as a basis for discussion. 

They then considered for each service or clieot group whether, 

basis of national assessment, its relative priority sho'-lld be 

in the light of such factors as expected demograp~·lic 

crepa:1cies between the current level of services and what seemed 

d<?sirable level. 

The working party, by adopting this methodology, did not solve 

the problem of setting priorities: it was sim;:>ly shifted. 

tion as to what levels were desirable remained. To answer 

tion the working party used the evidence presented by the various 

National Consultative Com.'ni ttees and th·2 program11e planning gro'-lps, 

a.<d their own (value) judgements. A major part 

over to a selective prec;entatio:-~ of the above, the Pla::1ning Unit's 

review, and other sources. Briefly its content is a,:; foll0ws. 

T~e report begins by rehearsing the ·farniliar diffisul ties of 

measuring need. Population projections into l'J9::J/91 are al~o ;:>re 

Data n:1 e1e current supply and -J.se, in ;>hysical and financial terms, 

of services both by provider (such as d-::>ctors and hospitals) and by 

client group (such as th·e eld2r-ly) are presented. 

over th2 period :'rom about 1967 t" about 1977, with projections into 

the 1980s is also presented. Changes over time are vari:msly explain

ed, but it is rarely clear what inference can be d·cawn about the de

;;irable levels for setting priori ties. D·23pi te the able presentati·::>n 

of the evidence by the working party, those interested .in learning 

the co:-~tents of the reports and revi2w W<.>uld be well advised to read 

them in their original form. 

Even though a very wid-2 range of evidence wac; sought, digested 

a.:-1d presented, the working party's conclusions add ·.ittle t·> the 

list of prioriti.<'S in The Wa~ J!l~. The list is amplified. For 

exam;:>le, reference is made to primary dental and general medical a><d 
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opthalmic services, w!1ereas in The Way Ai1e~ they come under the coll

ective Jmbc·:?lla of p:.:imary care. A further contribution was the will

iC~gness of the working party to rank their list of priorities, alloc

ating them to o0e of three categories, A, B and C. But as an examina

tion of the list (repr..>duced above) shows, th-2 workin;~ party's con

tri''1ution was more apparent than real. Categocy A contains all the 

client groups, p:!_us prevention, that had been previously t1•2ntion2d 

for priority in 12£3!.~ Ahe~'! and catego-:cy B lists services tha'C were 

given precedPn::e in .!!2~~AJ:!.ead. The distinctive contcibutio:-~ '::>y 

the workin;~ party, in its o-::-dering of priorities, was the special 

emphasis it gave to community nursing, a;,_d the elevation of maternity 

services followin9 a revi o; con of the demographic proj<?Ctions for Sc::>t

land. In these circumstances it wo1~ld have been surprising had the 

Secreta:.-y of s-::ate for Scotland not endorsed the working party's 

co":l.clusions. 

Whilst the workin9 party reached very si.'llilar conclusions to 

those found in Th~~'&.-11-'l~' it had every opportu:<i ty to differ. In 

fact there are any n•tmber of reasons wl<y they might have differed. T<e 

four years separa~cing the pJblication :.:>f these two d·::>C•-lments were 

s•.Ifficiently lon;J to 9ive rise to sorE~ :::narked chan9es in the demo

graphic projections. A.:-1d this accounts for the o:1e major departure in 

t::1.e orde1~ing of priorities: namely, the changed emphasis given to 

the maternity .service3. The working ?arty also had much more info:-ma·

tion to order priori t ces than was available when T'le Wy N1ea<;! wa3 

written. An indication of the breadth and d·?pth of this information 

has been given abo·Je. Y2t, to my mind at least, it had :'10 impact on 

pr i·)ri ti·~S .. Tht~ new in£ ormation was used to am~lif"y the reco!nmenda·

tions in The w_ay Ahea4_; not to a:nend them. Finally, the authors of 

~--Wa:l:: A.'lead and the working party could ·:~ave differed in their 

value jud9ements. The fact that the working party took Ihe_Wal:: A.'lead 

as a basis for discussion sugge;;ts a reluctance to differ in this 

re3pect .. Su::.h information as we have on how their judgeml?nts were 

formed is limited to less than 5 ?ages (pp 68-72) in the text of 

more tha.:-1 100. This onission would have mattered less had :reasons 

beer> advanced for the very simila:.- value j·-1dgements in I:l~~~Q,_ 

But they were not. It is for this reason that I feel the SHAPE Report 

will confirm people's prejudi.ce;; rather than change their minds. 

A further criticis'll is the general reluctance of che working 
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party to state its recoTh~endations in quantitative terms. The 

party gave no explanation for this reluctance. 

in their review id(~ntified several reasons why 

stated, but invariably the reasons 

co:nin')s. They produced .no evid<ence to vitiate the principle of 

The shortcomings they identified were as follows:-

"standards (i.e. norms) are oftee1 set on a flimsy basis; 

"standards imply that agreement has been reached on the most 

appropriate mix of services for a givee1 population; 

"standards focus attention on provision rather than achievemen 

"the social, eco~omic, geographical and cultural differences 

between areas ensure that uniform planning would result in 

t~1f~ misuse of reso'-lrces; 

"standards n<>glect the interdependence between services be

cause they are set separately for closely related services 

such as in in-patient and out-patient provision" 

Despite these practical shortconings, decisions on, say, the 

number of acute beds ha·ve to be 'l!ade. The oe1ly unambiguous quan.ti ta

tive recommendations the Working Party on Health Priorities gave, 

wh_,_ch had not already received official approval, were for geriatric 

care. They were the a:nee1d:nent of the ratio of 15 beds per 

ulation aged 65 and over, to 40 beds per 1,000 _;:>opulation aged 

over; and the in~roduction of a new quantitative guideline of 

hospital places per 1,000 population aged -55 2.nd over. Both guide

lines originated from the Programme Planning Group for Care of the 

Elderly (Si-1-ID, SED, 1980a). Quantitative guidelines had been re

comneC~ded by othec Progra:.11me Pla'1nin9 Groups, and occasionally were 

mentioned by the wocking party as well. But in no instance did t:1e 

working party actually recommend them. 

Yet the working party made frequent quantitative recommendations 

such as: 

"Health education measures ai.med at achieving an adequate u;::>

take of these services should be increased" and 

" ..• out-patient facilities to be extended to peripheral hos

pitals and health centres, and that there should be increased 

provision of day beds." 

Quantitative guidelines are also implicit in some of 

statements. One such is:"The general medical Services are 
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reasonably adeq'~ate .... " Does this mean that, subject to the various 

q;~alifications advanced at oCle point in their report, the working 

party regard the average list size of 1,902 patients per GP as "rea

sonably adequate"? Quantitative guidelines must also ha'Je been im

plicit in the working party's selection of "objectives" correspon

di.n9 to different rates of growth in the health services budget up to 

19B6-87, given in Chapter VII. My preference is that these a:1d other 

im;>licit guid~lines be made explicit; ot'.1erwise inconsistencies are 

likely to arise, as has been suggested by Card and :xloCJney (1977) in 

the context of valuin9 life. As it ha;:>pens, a wid<~ variety of q.Iaati

tative guidelines either have been d<evelo;:>ed within the Scottish 

Health Service, or apply to it. These will be shortly indicated and 

the reasoning behind them, when <Jiven, outlined. But before doin'] so 

I indicate the econoTI~st 1 s perspective of what determines th2 desir-

able level. 

rJ ~-Economic Principles Determining Des!;_rable Levels of Provision* 

It was po:'.nted out in the introd,~ction that the acceptance of the 

1aarket economy as a means to determine the e·fficient allocation of re

so'..trces rests on two assumptions. They are that, in the a'!:>sence of 

shortages and s:.trpluses, the market price of any particular produc:t 

reflects both the value to society from its consumption and the cost 

to society from its production. The value and cost oftee1 d"pend on the 

level of provisio:>, and for that reason it is possible to infer what 

level is desirable. This result is not cond·i. tional on whether the re

sultant distribution betweee1 individuals is acceptable. In this sec

tion factors influencing the value and cost of health services are 

identified. T':le secti.on concludes with a review of their change over 

time. 

(a) The value of health ser~ices 

There may not be agreement on how to weigh or measure the vaLw 

*This section 9ives a brief introduction to an economic perspective 
on priorities in the health services. Culyer (1976) gives a wide rae1g-
1ng and stimulating account, which the interested reader will find 
well worthwhile following up. The standard solution is cost-benefit 
analysis, and recently a couple of useful" texts applying the methodo-· 
l~gy have been published. Willi&~s and A:1derson (1975) have applied 
the meth:>dology to the socia::. services in general: Dru:nmond (1980) 
has applied it to the health services. 
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of additional units of any given product, but most would accep-::: 

it tend·; to ~e smaller thee more is demanded. For example, 

shirt bought is worth nure than the second, wi:1ich in turn 

m:Jre tha::1. the third, and so on .. This common observation 

whole range of health services too. For example, durin'] 

acute i' lnes:;, the first day in 'ws~1ital would tend to be <1orth 

to the patient than the second, and so 

(mongo:!.ism) is known to be more co~m::>~ 

I£ pre·-natal screen i '9 were ord•?red by maternal age, then 

tion of positive resul L> from addi tiona! tests wo:1ld fall 

number already given. The diminishing returns £ron health 

are thas basically observati·:>ns o£ a ;nedccal kind. 

Tl<<~ di£ficul ty with U•'>ing this information to determine pr 

ties is that acute hospital care and pre-.11a ".::al screening ar2 

disparate activities. How can one make them comf1ensurate? Th.:~ 

mechanism is prohibited, but this prohi.'1ition c's not peculiar 

N.H.S. The R•::>skill Commission on The Third London Airport had the 

same problem in valuing noise pollution. Othecs have faced it in 

valuing free recreational facilities such as parks. Economists 

fore have acquired some knowled<Je of this problem. Th•? best 

ed practice is to solve it by inferring willingness to pay. 

value o£ noise pollution was meas'-!red in terms Q£ its effect on hou 

prices. And the value o£ recreational facilities by the willingness 

people to travel to use them. In the health services similar ingen

uity has alsQ been exercised. 

One method with a long history is to look at the productivity 

benefits from health services. For example, the treatment o£ hernias 

allows sor1e to return to work, or to increase their choice o£ occu

pation should they be working already. This method has proved 

ractive to many because it has unfavourable inferences for those, 

as the elderly, who have no employment prospects. The :nore serious 

criticism is that it may give a false indication o£ the com.lmnity's 

willingness to pay, as is quite evident from the care a.-,d attention 

lavished on some children with serious disability. 

An alternative, and to my mind more satisfactory method ::>£ in

ferring willingness to pay, is to study human behaviour. Tradin') in 

markets is, after all, part and parcel of such behavioar. Considerabl

progress has recently been mad•? using human behaviour to infer the 
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value of human life .. Needleman (1980) related the payment of danger 

money in the construction industry in Britain to fatalities recorded. 

using 1968 data he concluded that " •.• the u:;:>per limit of the average 

value o£ all construction workers per expected li£e lost was about 

£22,000." 

Similar procedures could ~e developed for a whole range of health 

services. For example, it is well known that distance influences the 

use of health services such as diagnostic radiography (Ma·cr et al, 

1974). Va:;ciationo3 of this kind have been used to infer the value o£ 

recreational facilities. The danger with evaluation by in:ference is 

that, applied uncritically, it may disregard~~ willingness to pay 

is being measured. For exa..11ple behavioural ... Jatterns of individtials 

probably vary consid•?rably with their incom•? and wealth. In addition, 

although it is the public's behaviour that is studied the major in

fluence may be the doctors'. The choice may matter, and it has t:) be 

mad•? in setting priori ties. 

(b) The cost of health ~~rvice~ 

There is much more agreeme;1t abo'..lt how to measure costs .. The 

variation of costs with output, however, is less predictabl·?. Gener

ally, activl ties involve certain overhead costs w~1ich must be borne 

however little output is produced. Thus hospitals have to pay rates 

and •?mploy a certain range and number of sta££ before the first pat

ient may be adn.itted. Thereafter the cost o-f admitting additional 

patieClts !!lay remain CoC!stant. On the other hand, the cost may fall as 

the larger numb-2r of patients allows more specialisatioC! of skills 

and equipment, for example in the patholO<JY departmen:, kitchens and 

laund"y thron-:Jh mechanisation and automation. Eventually the cost of 

admitting additional patients may rise as all the advantages foe spec

ialisation are overtaken by the disadvantages for management. How the 

costs of additional units of output vary with the level of input is 

therefore largely an em:;:>irical qu.,stion. 

The rela tio:-tship of costs o£ services to their ou tp..1 t d•?pends on 

the cost o£ the resources er:1?loyed and the ways i~ which they can be 

used to provide the servic.~s. Usually there is more than one way to 

pruvide a particular se.:vice. Foe exa.11;>le, i~ hos~itals nnrses may 

provide more or less help to the medical staff, and ancillary sta££ 

may play a variety of roles in the ward. In practice, there£o::e, the 

mcx o£ staff, equipm·?nt and £aciliti?s available in:fluences the allo-
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cation of their roles. Ideally that mix in turn should reflect the 

relative cost of these resources, so that output is produced at 

cost .. 

The hazards of measuring the value of different services have 

been mentioned. Measuring their costs is not without problems 

The chief prDblem is that the prices of the resources used 

necessarily represent their economic, or opportunity cost. For ex

ar~ple, facilities already owned hy the N.H.S., and for which no 

charges are now made, are not fa~ that reason free: they could 

used for other pur:::>oses. EqualLy, some "resources" may have 

ed alternative uses, such as sta£~ at hospitals in isolated 

(c) Changes over time 

It is well recognised that demographic changes, such as in the 

birth rate or number of elderly, will influence the demand for heal 

services. M1at is less subject to evaluation are 

of ill health am·::>ng identifiable groups, such as the elderly. 

problem is the lack •Jf an accurage and useful epidemiological i 

tion base. The SHAPE Report refers to this deficiency. 

T:1e weight given to the value of health services is likely to 

chan9e too. It was noted above that a:-~ individual's willingness to 

pay mi:;~ht be influenced hy his income and wealth. Richer individual

would therefore tend to demand more services, irrespective of their

med·ical needs. This phen::>menon should be reflected in society too. 

As societies bec~me wealthier their perceptions of health need and 

t~ere expectations about its satisfaction would tend to increase. 

Tl1ere is ~mple evidence from international comparis:>ns to support 

this prediction. Not only do richer countries spend more on health 

services, but the proportion of their expenditure on health service

is higher (OECD, 1977). 

Changes in the cost of health S·ervices come from two sources. 

probler.1 of inflatio,-, is discounted ·since this would affect the valua

ti<:m of benefits to an equal extent. Costs may change as the ra:~ge o.f 

ways to provide particular health services widens. It is possible to 

ide,-,tify several ex~'llples. Fluorida~ion, by reducing dental care 

reduces the need for fillin9s and ·extractions for ch '.ldren. A'-lto:nation

in pathology laboratories red•.1ces the need for staff. 

Costs will a.:so change if the prices of particular resources 

chang•?. For exatnple, increasing adn-Lssions into medical schools is 
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likely to increase the supply of doctors, and eventually reduce their 

earnings relative to other groups. Migration would only modify the 

extent of that reduction. This change in relative prices of resources 

should cause a shift in their respective employment, and influence 

costs still further. 

The philosophy of the approach in this section is well illustra

ted by the following quotation. It refers to nurses, but it could 

apply equally well to other health service resources. 

"Ultimately the need for nurses derives from the health needs of 

the population which in turn are determined by the size/age structure 

of the population, morbidity rates and public expectations about the 

level of health care. Actual demand for nursing manpower is determined, 

however, by how services are developed to meet health care needs, the 

manner in which nurses are used to operate such services, and perhaps 

most importantly, the money available to employ them" (SHSPU, 1979). 

V Quantitative norms in the Scottish Health Service 

The emphasis in this section is on norms, usually expressed in 

terms of provision per capita for some defined age group. These norms 

and population projections could be used to plan the provision of 

health services. Every effort has been made, in the comparatively 

short time available, to obtain an exhaustive list of the quantita

tive norms which have some form of official recognition, and the rea

soning behind them. Those identified have been for hospital beds, 

doctors, dentists, nurses and administration. The norms were further 

defined by type of care and/or client group for beds and doctors. 

In several cases these norms have been recommended by advisory bodies 

and not been adopted by central government. I indicate the official 

status of the norms when known. I also indicate when the norms were 

recommended. HMSO publications have been my chief source of informa

tion. But sometimes norms have been first disclosed or subsequently 

amended not through a published report but through a parliamentary 

question or a circular and may thus have been overlooked. The five 

types of resources are now discussed in turn. 

(a) ~ 

The first quantitative guidelines were those contained in the 

Hospital Plan for Scotland~ first published in 1962. Six types of 

care and client groups were identified: acute provision for the 

general population, maternity services, the elderly, the mentally 
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handicapped, infectious diseases and tuberculosis. The guidelines

indicated in Table 1. The mentally ill were also identified but 

authors of the Plan considered it premature 

guidelines. Quantitative guidelines for the 

suggested by the Programme Planning group on Mental Disorder in 

(SHHD, SED, 1979a).As was noted in section IIIthe content of the 

pital Plan was reviewed five times up to its incorporation into 

Major Capital Programme in 1974, once following the publication 

The Way Ahead, and currently following the SHAPE Report. 

TABLE 1 

Quantitative Norms from the Hospital Plan 

for Scotland: 1962 

Service/client group 

Acute: Normally 

with teaching 
facilities and 
reference 
Centres 

Maternity 

Elderly 

Mental Handicap 

Infectious diseases 
(excluding T.B.) 

T.B. 

Source: DOHS (1962). 

Norm 

2.5 beds per 1,000 population 

3.0 beds per 1,000 population 

70-75% of births in hospital 

10 days for average length of stay 

8 ante-natal beds per 1,000 births 

15 beds per 1,000 aged 65 and over 

1.5-1.6 beds per 1,000 population 

0.3 beds per 1,000 population. 

0.2-10.1 beds per 1,000 population 

Paragraphs 53-57 

The original version of the Hospita~ was not written in 

plete vacuum. For most services reliance was almost certainly 

on utilisation rates experienced. However in respect 

of 

services and the mentally handicapped some guidance, based on a ra 

more rigorous approach, was available. In both cases reports had been

prepared by sub-committees of the Standing Medical Advisory 

The sub-committee set up for the maternity services was asked 

"··· to consider .•. the range of provision which should be available 

in the National Health Service in the interests of the mother and 

child during pregnancy, confinement and lying in ..•. " (SHSC, 1959). 

Its views on provision were naturally coloured by the professional 
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approach of its members, and reflected medical need. No suggestion 

was made that the national level of 70% of births was too low, and 

hospital provision for 70-75% of births was recommended. The chief 

criticism was of the regional disparities. It was noted that only 65% 

of confinements in the West of Scotland were in hospital, and that the 

proportion in Glasgow was 57.6%. The sub-committee's recommendations 

were adopted without amendment into the Hospital Plan. 

The other sub-committee was set up"··· to enquire into and report 

on the mental health service in Scotland which affected mental defi

ciency •... " (SHSC, 1957). The sub-committee drew attention to the 

work of the Woods Committee on Mental deficiency (BOE, BOC, 1929) 

which had commissioned and published a study of the prevalence of 

mental handicap in six areas of England during the period 1925 and 

1927. Referring to the Woods Committee's Report, the sub-committee 

suggested that " .... some 2 or 3 per 1,000 were likely to require insti

tutional care under the Mental Deficiency Acts" (SHSC, 1957). The 

~ita~~ recommendation of bed provision was set at 1.5 to 1.6 

per 1,000 population. No explanation was offered for setting the 

level too low to meet all need as suggested by the Woods Committee. 

These were the only two client groups for who~ norms clearly had 

an epidemiological basis. The absence of an epidemiological basis for 

the four other categories was recognised by the authors of the origin

al report (DOHS, 1962). Thus when they recommended that provision 

should be reduced for acute hospital services from the current level 

of 3.8 per 1,000 population it was not because they thought that 

admissions were too frequent. Rather they anticipated that length of 

stay would fall as hospitals were modernised and had more staff, as 

indeed has occurred. The same number of admissions could be achieved 

with a smaller bed complement. 

The authors of the original Hospital Plan also recognised the ex

istence of alternative sources of care, and the divided responsibility 

that followed from it, for several of the client groups. They were 

quite aware of the contributions by the family practitioner services 

and local health authorities to meeting the demands that would other

wise be made on hospitals at their accident and emergency departments, 

for maternity care and mental health, and by the elderly. 

There have been changes to, and alternative recommendations for, 

some of the norms that appeared in the original Hospital Plan. Three 
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known to me relate to acute bed provision at district general ho 

tals, the elderly and the mentally handicapped. They are discussed 

turn. 

The change from the acute bed formula of 2.5 beds per 1,000 

the Hospital Plan first appeared about 1970, and was introduced 

in the SHHD with a view to reflecting local needs better. The 

was made explicit in 1974 in a departmental memorandum (SHHD, 

Recommended bed provision is no longer based only on the total 

ment population, but adjusted in various ways for actual 

rates and bed usage for Scotland as a whole. The new formula has 

used to provide a starting figure from which 

boards over bed provision could take place. 

Recent recommendations are for bed provision 

per 1,000 population. The coincidence 

is, however, fortuitous. In the early 1970s the recommendations 

between 2.0 and 2.3 beds per 1,000 population. A difference 

expected if only because the definitions of specialities to be 

ed are different. The authors of the district general hospital 

formula are clear that they assume that " .•. the current level of use

is a fair representation of the requirements of the population •• " 

(SHHD 1974). This assumption is, of course, highly debatable. It is 

well established that admissions per capita increase with bed provi-

sion. Current bed use therefore reflects current bed provision. In 

other words, there is no explicit epidemiological basis to the de

rived estimates; rather they are an amalgam of epidemiological and 

supply dimensions. 

The only other alternative norms known to me relate to the 

a~d mentally handicapped, and they have a less official status 

the amendment to the acute bed norm just noted. These and a number 

other quantitative norms are shown in Table 2. The changes 

elderly were recommended by the Programme Planning Group 

Elderly (SHHD, SED, 1980a). Their chief recommendations have 

been noted, as they were adopted by the Working Party on Health 

Priorities. To repeat, their concern was less with total provision 

than with ensuring that regional distribution should reflect the 

greater need for institutional care by those aged 75 and over as 

pared with those aged 65-74. The Programme Planning Group also recog

nised that, within a limited range, hospital in-patient and local 
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authority residential care could be substitutable. They accordingly 

set a norm combining the two types of care. The Working Party on 

Health Priorities had, of course, to disregard this recommendation as 

their terms of reference were restricted to the N.H.S. Nevertheless, 

the working party was quite clear about the need for co-operation be

tween health boards and local authorities (SHHD, 1980). 

TABLE 2 

List of select quantitative norms 

Service/client Group 

Hospital care 

Geriatric 

Mental handicap 

Elderly with mental 
disorder 

Primary care 

GPs 

Dentists 

Community care 

Health visitors 

District nurses 

Administration 

~ 

1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

6 

Health board management 7 
and administration 

Mental Illness 

Psychiatrists 8 

Norm 

40 beds per 1,000 aged 75 and over 

2 day hospital places per 1,000 aged 
65 and over 

1.2 beds per 1,000 population 

10 beds per 1,000 aged 65 and over 

2.5~ 3.0 day hospital places per 
1,000 aged 65 and over 

Max. average list size of 2,500 
patients per GP 

20,000 on the Dentists' Register 

1 H.V. to from 4,600 to 3,000 pop. 

1 D.N. to from 4,000 to 2,500 pop. 

5.7% of revenue expenditure. 

1~ child and adolescent psychia-

trists per 200,000 population 

Note: Data are not presented for bed provision at district general 
hospitals or for hospital nursing since their calculation is 
far more complex than those listed in the table. See SHHD 
(1974) and WSDNER (1967 and 1969), respectively for more 
details. 

Sources: 1. SHHD, 1980, p.77 
2. SHHD, SED, 1979a, para.2.18 
3. SHHD, SED 1979b, paras. 3.47 and 3.51 
4. Personal communications from SHHD 
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5. MOH, DOHS, 1956b, para.84 
6. SHHD, 1972, para. 3 
7. SHHD, 1979, annex 2 
8. SHHD, 1980, para. II.62 

The programme planning group also recommended 2 day hospital 

places per 1,000 aged 65 and over. But no explanation for 

was given. The SHHD has since accepted the bed norm of 40 

aged 75 and over and adopted a norm of 2 to 3 day hospital places 

1,000 aged 65 and over. 

The norm for mental handicap was 

1972). New evidence on the prevalence of mental handicap wasp 

but it hardly suggested that the Woods Committee's conclusions 

be revised. However, the 1972 review did not accept that 

tal Plan's recommendation of 1.5 to 1.6 places per 1,000 

should remain unchanged. Instead it was recommended that 

places should reflect the provision (in hospitals 

as well as for the mentally handicapped) actually available i.e. 1. 

places per 1,000 population. The same source noted the results of 

study of placement at two hospitals in Scotland for the mentally 

capped. The study found that a significant but highly variable 

tion did not require the facilities at these hospitals (SHSC, 

The 1972 review arbitrarily recommended that about 25% of new adult 

patients " ..• could be in hostel or other accommodation provided by 

local authorities if it were available". (SHHD, SED, 1972). This im

plied that the norm should fall eventually to 1.2 hospital beds per 
1,000 population. 

The Programme Planning Group for Mental Disorder also reviewed 

the norms for the mentally handicapped (SHHD, SED, 1979a). It used 

the same principles as the 1972 review to judge whether the bed norm 

needed changing. They found the prevalence of mental handicap to be 

higher for adults, and argued for more institutional 

kinds, i.e. from 1.63 to 1.80 places per 1,000 population. However 

group gave more emphasis to local authority care, and recommended 

the hospital bed guideline remain at 1.2 per 1,000 population. The 

SHHD had not decided at the time of writing whether to accept this 
norm. 

The remaining bed guideline was one recommended by another sub

committee of the Programme Planning Group for Mental Disorder. This 
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group had been set up to study the needs of the elderly mentally ill 

(SHHD, SED, 1979b). Up to this stage no guidelines had been recommen

ded for this client group. Those recommended were 10 hospital beds and 

z.5, increasing to 3.0, day hospital places per 1,000 population aged 

65 and over. The bed provision norm was based on estimates of the num

bers of elderly with dementia in hospitals for the mentally ill, 

general hospitals and local authority residential homes, plus esti

mates of unmet need in the community. The programme planning group 

offered no clear basis for their recommendation for day hospital place 

At the time of writing the SHHD had not decided whether to accept it. 

(b) Doctors 

There are two sets of norms for doctors. Firstly, there are norms 

for Britain. These result from the planning of medical education, and 

are based on the assumption that doctors are freely mobile within Bri

tain. Norms for dentists in Britain exist for the same reason. The 

second set is for Scotland. Two - British and Scottish sets of norms 

have tended to develop in parallel, although in practice they could 

have been largely independent. 

The first British norms in recent years were produced by the 

Willink Committee. The committee had been set up in response to the 

falling number of vacancies available. The remit of the committee was 

" ... to estimate the number of medical practitioners likely to be en

gaged in all branches of the profession in the future" (MOH, DOHS, 

1957). The committee set about the task in a thorough manner, diff

erentiating the wide range of employment opportunities for doctors 

including those in Scotland. Except for general practice, their me

thod of enquiry was to seek information on the number of likely va

cancies. In this respect their evaluation was a behavioural model 

based on a composite of factors influencing demand. The committee's 

norm for GPs was that they should have no more than 2,000 patients 

on their list in rural areas, and no more than 2,500 in non-rural 

areas. 

The next definition of norms was made by the Royal Commission on 

Medical Education (UK, 1968). Two methods were adopted. One for the 

projection of the number of doctors needed up to ten years, was very 

similar to the approach by the Willink Committee. Scottish norms 

were one component of the estimates of the likely numbers of vacan

cies available. The second, for longer term projections, was quite 
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different. Our attention is given to the second. 

The Royal Commission noted a cumulative secular increase in 

number of doctors per capita in Britain over the period 1911 to 1961.

The Commission's view was that the cumulative increase of 

capita would continue at more or less the same rate as in the past. 

This methodology gave no place to individual norms such as 

Scotland. Their reasons were as follows. They assumed that 

of economic growth would continue. The extension of health services 

provision would broaden the range and severity of conditions treated, 

but would not exhaust the need for health care. This latter observa-

tion was somewhat contradicted by their adjustment to the norm, for 

projected changes in the demographic composition of the population. 

And finally, Britain's provision of doctors per capita was not 

by international standards. The factors identified were thus 

al and epidemiological. 

The next, and most recent, exercise in defining norms was pro

duced as a formal exercise in medical manpower planning, jointly pro

duced by the relevant English, Welsh and Scottish departments (DHSS, 

SHHD, WO, 1978). This paper, of all the exercises, follows the frame

work in section IV most closely. Factors influencing the demand for 

doctors are identified, as are the factors influencing their supply. 

But this is the extent of the exercise. Defined surplus or deficit 

follows. Many instruments are available to avoid both, but in the 

British context the chief one has been to control the intake at medi

cal schools. There is no adjustment that brings into alignment the 

value and cost of doctors. 

This manpower exercise has some value even if it does not allow, 

to my mind, the appropriate number of doctors to be estimated. More 

so than previously, it spells out the factors likely to be of some 

importance in defining norms. Two sets of factors on the demand side 

are relevant. One set refers to changes in medical practice. These 

could arise for a variety of reasons and influence the number of 

doctors needed to maintain a given level of service. Those factors 

identified are: changes in the proportions in various grades at 

hospital; the growth of delegation to non-medical staff; changes 

in technology; and the reduction in hours worked per year. The se

cond set of influences on the need for doctors relates to improvements
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in the services provided. This is a function of higher living standards, 

noted by the Todd Commission. It is also related to the development of 

new technology which makes possible procedures once considered unimag

inable, such as renal transplant. 

Consciously, or not, the methodology used is similar to that es

tablished by the Willink Committee and, as such, allows Scottish norms 

to be incorporated in the definition of the norms for Britain. 

It would be misleading to infer from the above description of 

norms for doctors in Britain that the Scots defined their own norms. 

The potential for different norms has existed but, as in so many other 

instances in the Scottish Health Service, Edinburgh has followed 

London's lead. This is evident for GPs and hospital doctors. 

The first norms were for GPs, and coincided with the introduc

tion of the N.H.S. Areas which had more than 2,500 patients, on aver

age, on each doctor's list were considered under-doctored. This norm 

has been used in England too. I have found no explanation for its 

choice. No area in Scotland, unlike England, was considered to have 

too many GPs, and was for that reason closed (MOH, DOHS, 1957). Al

though the norm of 2,500 patients still applies, it is now inter

preted with more discretion. The greater role of ancillary staff, 

the development of group practice, and the increasing number of part

time GPs has given the original norm less validity. No other, how

ever, has been successfully developed to replace it. 

Similar norms for doctors working in hospitals had to wait until 

1964, following the publication of the Wright Report (SHHD, 1964). 

The Wright Committee had been set up in November 1961 following the 

recommendation of the Platt Working Party that "Hospital boards 

should ... institute a review of the medical staffing of their hospi

tals in the light of the principles set out by the Working Party ..• " 

(MOH, DOHS, 1961). In Scotland the review was done centrally: not 

by each of the five regional hospital boards. The Wright Committee's 

terms of reference included " .•. to make recommendations about ... 

the number, type and distribution of posts required" (SHHD, 1964). 

The format of the Wright Report was similar to that of the~

pital Plan, published two years earlier. Norms of staffing levels 

were defined for virtually the full range of hospital specialities. 

Generally they were related to the number of beds available. The 

overriding principle behind the norms was to define the medical 
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workload and, as a result, most norms were defined in terms of 

beds, not per capita population. Like the Hospital Plan these 

were applied to every hospital which was not principally a GP unit, 

and some discretion was applied to take account of "particular cir

cumstances of particular units". 

One norm is cited in the SHAPE Report. The Programme Planning 

Group on Mental Disorder recommended 1~ whole time equivalent child

and adolescent psychiatrists per 200,000 population. This report 

the programme planning group has not yet been published, 

soning behind its recommendation has not been reproduced in 

Report. Otherwise no other norms have since been published. Even a 

professional sub-committee from the Standing Medical and Standing 

Nursing Advisory Committee set up "To advise on the numbers ... of 

staff required ... " declined to use its opportunity ( SHSC, 1970b). 

(c) Dentists 

In 1943 an inter-departmental committee under the chairmanship 

of Lord Teviot was set up " ... to consider and report upon ... the 

progressive stages by which, having regard to the number of 

dentists, provision for an adequate and satisfactory dental 

should be available ... " (MOH, OOHS, 1946). The committee did not feel

it was possible " ... to say with any accuracy how many dentists 

ultimately be desirable ... " Nevertheless, the Teviot Committee 

say " .• with confidence that up to a total of about 20,000 in active 

practice, there is no likelihood of securing entrants more quickly 

than they are needed" (MOH, OOHS, 1946). 

No public study published since then has suggested a substantial 

revision. A second inter-departmental committee, set up to find ways 

to increase the number of suitable candidates ?or dentistry, more or 

less accepted the Teviot Committee's target for Britain, although the 

figure of 20,000 dentists referred to the number on the Dentists' 

Register, not to those in active practice (MOH, OOHS, 1956b). Very 

recently when the target has all but been achieved if not exceeded, 

the Nuffield Foundation set up a committee of its own on dental edu

cation (Nuffield Foundation, 1980). This committee felt unable to 

suggest more than that it saw " ... no reason to alter the number of 

dentists in training ... however •.. there is a need to increase gradua

lly the number of auxiliaries in training ... " Since then the Secre-
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tary of State for Social Services has announced the setting up of a 

" ... departmental study to review likely trends in the supply of and 

demand for dental manpower over the next twenty years or so" (UK, 

1981). 

(d)~ 

There has been very little in the way of central government - at 

the Scottish or British level direction in respect of norms for 

nurses. In the early years of the N.H.S. norms, if any existed, were 

largely left to the regional hospital boards, who had considerable 

discretion to set up their own nursing training schools. However in 

1972 the SHHD sent a circular to the local health authorities giving 

guidance on norms for health visitors and district nurses (SHHD, 1972). 

The norms were one health visitor to 4,600 population in normal cir

cumstances, and one to 3,000 population in areas which have "a highly 

developed system of attachment to general practice or •... a particular 

concentration of health problems". A similar distinction was made for 

the two norms for district nurses: being one to 4,000 and 2,500 pop

ulation respectively. 

In neither case did the circular indicate the basis upon which 

the norms had been set, apart from the dichotomies. The norm for 

health visitors in normal circumstances, in fact, came from the Jameson 

Report (MOH, OOHS, 1956a). It was based on the number of visits a 

health visitor might be expected to make, and the number of visits 

per capita that would, on average, be desirable. In other words, the 

norm was an explicit conjunction of work study and need criteria. 

The two sets of norms for health visitors and district nurses are 

in the course of revision by a national working party of chief area 

nursing officers in Scotland. In addition, the working party will be 

devising similar norms for domiciliary midwives and school nurses. 

At present only the guideline for district nurses is near completion. 

Evaluation was based on a work study with patients differentiated by 

their dependency and circumstances. It was found that the time taken 

per vi.si t did not vary appreciably with either category, except for 

visits involving a bath. This information could then be combined with 

that on the average number of visits for each client group and the 

number of patients, to define the number of district nurses required 

by each health board. 
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Parallel norms have been developed by the North-East Regional 

Hospital Board in Scotland for nursing requirements in hospitals 

(WSDNER, 1967 and 1969). Like the Jameson Committee, attempts were 

made to define the nursing requirements for different categories of 

patients. Norms have been calculated for acute, geriatric, psycho

geriatric, maternity and paediatric units (wards). 

has been set up to define similar norms for mental handicap units. 

successful, the latter will provide the basis for mental illness. 

the full range of in-patient care would be covered. Hospital nursing 

staff norms have also been defined for accident and emergency, out

patient, post-natal and ante-natal clinics. As in the new community 

nursing norms, they will not be related to the catchment population, 

but to the number of patients reCeiving care. They have been 

ed by the SHHD to health boards. 

These norms, the so-called "Aberdeen Formula", 

same official status is Scotland as, say, those for 

Nor are they used by the SHHD in calculating staffing 

new hospitals. Nevertheless their value is recognised in that 

ing party has been set up to correct the two major omissions: 

tals for the mentally ill and mentally handicapped. 

(e) Administration 

Following the reorganisation of the N.H.S. in 1974 there was a 

considerable increase in the number of administrative and clerical 

staff. In consequence the Secretary of State imposed a freeze on 

staffing levels within each health authority in February 1976, and 

only in the most exceptional cases were new pnsts allowed to be crea

ted (SHHD, 1977). 

This situation continued for some ~ years. Meantime in 1977 a 

working party had been set up "to advise •.• on the definition of man

agement costs •••. ". The working party's definition was subsequently 

used with a minor amendment, in place of the Whitley Council cate

gories of administrative and clerical staff, because it came closer 

to the actual practice of management and administration. So defined, 

the proportion of health board revenue "expenditure that went to 

management and administration in the financial year 1977-78 varied 

by health board from 4.92 to 8.05%" (SHHD, 1979). The average for 

all health boards was 5.70%. These percentages were each health 

board's respective norm for the financial year 1979-80 after the 
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freeze on administration and clerical posts had been removed. Health 

boards that had been above the national average were asked to try to 

reduce the.ir costs. 

The norms for the financial year 1979-80 were used to control ex

penditure on management and administration. The working party had an

alysed the variation in the financial year 1976-77, but found little 

evidence that it accorded with expectations (SHHD, 1977, supplementary 

memorandum). Health boards which had more executive groups and a more 

dispersed population spent a marginally higher percentage of recurrent 

expenditure on management and administration. But otherwise the varia

tion was uncorrelated with a whole range of other health board charac

teristics, such as population; revenue, administrative and clerical 

staffing and teaching status. In such circumstances it is difficult 

to see where these norms fit within the framework defined in section 

IV. 

(f) Summary 

Norms for bed provision, doctors, dentists, nurses and administra

tion have been identified. A list of some of them was given in Table 

2· Those for bed provision have in two cases used information on ?at

ient need, defined in epidemiological terms. Otherwise norms have been 

defined in terms of current bed use. The norms for doctors have been 

largely governed by employment opportunities. In respect of hospital 

doctors these opportunities have been partly dictated by staffing 

standards to ensure adequate patient treatment. In the case of GPs, 

no criterion was laid down. The norm for dentists has also been based 

on employment opportunities. This was defined prior to the introduc

tion of the N.H.S. It has rarely been revised since then. The norms 

for nurses have been based on two sets of data: what patients need; 

and what nurses can be expected to do in the time available. All 

these norms, when explained, have one or more features identified as 

important in the fr~nework in section IV. The norm for administration 

does not share this characteristic. Its purpose is purely to monitor 

and control health board activity. 

Conclusions 

In this paper it is argued that if t~e role of charges is red

uced in order to obtain greater equality of access to the health ser

vices, then conscious decisions about priorities must be made. From 

time to time they have been. The most recent statement has been the 
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SHAPE Report. 

It is argued that priorities are more easily put into e££ect 

if quantitative norms are provided. A variety o£ £actors were 

£ied to suggest what levels the norms should be. Although the 

Report indicates few quantitative norms, in £act a wide range are in 

operation or have at least semi-official recognition. The identified 

norms cover the major part o£ N.H.S. expenditure. One conspicuous 

omission is o£ professions supplementary to medicine such as chiro
pody. 

The Working Party on Health Priorities emphasised that value 

judgements played a large role in its definition of priorities. And 

indeed it is difficult to see how decisions on priorities would not 

depend on them. However, i£ value judgements are to be acceptable, 

then they need to be well informed. Measuring the value o£ health 

services, say, o£ a visit to a GP, involves a value judgement. But 

all o£ the other £actors identified in section IV do not. I£ informa

tion on the latter were collected then one could identify the cost 

of in-patient care for patient X for the first, second, third day, 

and so on, o£ care and compare it with the cost of identifying pre

natally a mongol whose mother was 42, 37, 35 and so on, years old. 

With this information choices, based on value judgements, would still

then have to be made. Unfortunately, none o£ the norms identified 

was based on the full range o£ data that I believe is required. And 

maddeningly, the criteria used to construct the norms 

were given) were various and often impossible to compare with each 

other. Nonetheless despite the difficulties, I would argue that 

quantitive norms (many o£ which are in £act in use) should be im

proved and not abandoned. Conscious decisions about priorities must 

be made. The clearer the criteria used, the better those decisions 

are likely to be. 
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